
Two novel germline DDX41 mutations in a family with
inherited myelodysplasia/acute myeloid leukemia  

Though rare, inherited forms of myelodysplastic syn-
drome (MDS) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) are
being recognized with increasing frequency. Germline
mutations in well-characterized genes such as RUNX1,
CEBPA, GATA2 and ETV6 have been found to predispose
to MDS/AML.1-4 Families with mutations in these genes
display an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance and
a variable latency period until disease onset. The muta-
tions are heterozygous, most commonly producing a loss
of function allele and subsequent haploinsufficiency of
gene dosage, though gain of function mutations have also
been reported.5 Progression to hematologic malignancy is
thought to require the acquisition of somatic mutations
in bone marrow stem or progenitor cells, often in the
same gene that contains the germline mutation.
Furthermore, all of these genes have been found to be
recurrently mutated in sporadic disease, and investigation
into their function has provided an insight into normal
hematopoiesis as well as the pathogenesis of hematologic
malignancies. Recently, heterozygous germline muta-
tions in the DEAD/H-box helicase gene DDX41 were
shown to predispose to MDS/AML.6,7 The most frequent
DDX41 mutation identified was a frameshift duplication
causing a premature stop codon (p.D140Gfs*2); however,
missense and splice variants were also described. These
families displayed the characteristics of other MDS/AML
syndromes, including an autosomal dominant inheri-
tance pattern and a long latency period. 
The gene for DDX41 encodes an RNA helicase protein

thought to function in RNA splicing; however, its role in
hematopoiesis and leukemogenesis remains unknown. In
addition, the prevalence and penetrance of DDX41muta-
tions, as well as the prognosis of individuals that develop
disease, are unclear. Crucial to the investigation of this
recently discovered MDS/AML predisposition syndrome
is the identification of additional families with germline

DDX41 mutations. Characterization of the pathological
inherited variant is important for diagnosis and for genet-
ic counseling of patients and their families. This is espe-
cially true for asymptomatic carriers, a frequent occur-
rence given the long latency period associated with this
disease. Here, we report a Caucasian family with inherit-
ed MDS/AML with two germline mutations in the
DDX41 gene. The proband is a 66-year old male who
presented with cytopenias and was diagnosed with acute
erythroid leukemia (erythroid/myeloid subtype) on bone
marrow biopsy. Family history revealed a mother who
had died of AML at 86 years of age and 2 brothers diag-
nosed with MDS at  59 and 70 years of age, as well as 2
additional brothers with no evidence of hematologic
malignancy. All 3 brothers with MDS or AML were treat-
ed with chemotherapy followed by allogeneic bone mar-
row transplant and are currently in complete remission
(Table 1). 
The pedigree for this family exhibits an autosomal

dominant inheritance pattern with a long latency period,
consistent with other known familial MDS/AML syn-
dromes (Figure 1A). To identify the inherited causal vari-
ant of the phenotype in this family, exome sequencing of
the proband (II-1) and his affected siblings (II-2 and II-4)
was performed on germline DNA using the Illumina
HiSeq2500 platform. Using the PhenoDB variant analysis
tool,8 we selected heterozygous functional variants with
a minor allele frequency (MAF) of less than 0.01 in the
1000 Genome Project and in the Exome Variant Server
shared by the 3 affected brothers. This analysis produced
a list of 59 candidate single nucleotide variants (SNVs)
(Online Supplementary Table S1). These were ranked by
SIFT and Polyphen-2 scores,9,10 generating 18 SNVs as
likely to be pathological inherited variants. Of these, two
consecutive SNVs in the DDX41 gene (c.711G>T,
p.L237F and c.712C>A, p.P238T) were identified and
confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Figure 1B). We then
performed Sanger sequencing on a sample available from
one unaffected brother (II-5), which did not possess
either of the variants (Figure 1B); thus, these DDX41 vari-
ants co-segregate with the disease in this family. While
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Table 1. Summary of clinical and genetic characteristics.
Case Age at Dx Diagnosis DDX41 variant BM description Karyotype Treatment Clinical course

(years)

I-01 85 AML N/A Scant cellularity 46,XX [20] Supportive Deceased
with predominately care
myeloid blasts

II-01 66 AML (M6) c.711G>T, 30% cellular with erythroid Del 20q[7] Standard Allogeneic BMT
p.L237F; dyslplasia induction
c.712C>A, 
p.P238T

II-02 59 MDS (RAEB-II) c.711G>T, 40% cellular with trilineage 46,XY [20] Azacitidine Allogeneic
p.L237F; dysplasia BMT
c.712C>A, 
p.P238T

II-03 58 N/A Asymptomatic
II-04 70 MDS (RAEB-II) c.711G>T, 40% cellular with erythroid 46,XY [20] Decitabine Allogeneic BMT 

p.L237F; hyperplasia 
c.712C>A, 
p.P238T

II-05 68 WT Asymptomatic
Dx: diagnosis; BM: bone marrow; AML: acute myeloid leukemia; MDS: myelodysplastic syndrome; BMT: bone marrow transplant; RAEB: refractory anemia with excess blasts;
N/A: not available.  



no other SNVs in genes known to predispose to MDS or
AML were identified in our analysis, it is important to
note that exome sequencing may fail to identify all pos-
sible genetic abnormalities, including copy number vari-
ants and non-canonical splice variants. To determine
whether the DDX41 variants were located on the same
allele (cis or trans), PCR products generated from targeted
sequencing of genomic DNA of the proband were cloned
and re-sequenced. Out of nine clones, three displayed the
wild-type (WT) allele while six displayed both variants,
consistent with a cis configuration (Online Supplementary
Figure S1A).
The two variants identified in this family are located in

exon 8 of the DDX41 gene, corresponding to the
DEAD/ATP binding domain of the DDX41 protein; the
amino acids affected by these SNVs are highly conserved
across species and across the DDX family of proteins
(Figure 2). The amino acid residues are in a conserved
motif that includes the ATP binding site.11 Neither variant
is found in the Exome Variant Server [NHLBI Exome
Sequencing Project (EVS)12] or the Catalogue Of Somatic
Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC).13 However, a rare
c.712C>T, p.P238S SNV (rs376093707) with an MAF of
0.0077% is noted in the EVS. The Exome Aggregation
Consortium (ExAC) identifies both c.711G>T, p.L237F

and c.712C>A, p.P238T in 1/120,916 alleles, indicating
both SNVs are extremely rare.14 They are characterized as
probably damaging (Polyphen) and deleterious (SIFT),
further supporting their role as the inherited mutations
predisposing to disease in this family. 
Approximately 50% of individuals with a germline

DDX41 mutation were reported to have an additional
acquired somatic DDX41 mutation in their tumor DNA.7

The most frequently identified mutation is c.1574G>A,
p.R525H, which corresponds to a highly conserved
region across the DDX family in the helicase domain
thought to contribute to nucleotide co-ordination.11 We
sequenced the entire DDX41 coding region in the tumor
sample of the proband via Sanger sequencing and found
evidence of a somatic mutation at this site. This was con-
firmed by pyrosequencing which showed an adenosine
at this position in approximately 20% of the amplicons
(Figure 1C). No other mutations were identified; howev-
er, the presence of a small subclone containing a different
DDX41mutation cannot be ruled out given the allele fre-
quency detection limit of Sanger sequencing. While the
pathophysiology of leukemogenesis in DDX41-driven
disease is still not known, Polprasert et al. showed that
knockdown of DDX41mRNA leads to enhanced prolifer-
ation, possibly due to defects in RNA splicing. The most
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Figure 1. Genetic analysis of family with inherited myelodysplastic syndrome/acute myeloid leukemia. (A) Family pedigree is consistent with an autosomal
dominant mode of inheritance. Filled circles/boxes denote affected family members, while slashes denote deceased individuals. A black arrow denotes the
proband. (B) Representative chromatograms from Sanger sequencing of family members. The affected nucleotides are indicated with black arrows. (C) Analysis
of the tumor sample of subject II-1 shows evidence of a p.R525H mutation both by Sanger (right panel) and pyrosequencing (center panel). Pyrosequencing of
genomic DNA shows only the reference allele (left panel). Note that the sequencing primer for pyrosequencing aligns to the reverse complement sequence. 
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common DDX41 mutation identified in families is an N-
terminal frameshift, consistent with a loss of function
defect. The presence of a 'second hit' in the tumor sample
of the proband in this study also supports a loss of func-
tion model. To determine whether the variants reported
here result in a loss of function, we over-expressed both
the WT and mutant forms of DDX41 in 293T cells using
an EGFP expression vector. Approximately 30%-40% of
transfected cells expressed WT DDX41-GFP protein,
which localized to the nucleus. Conversely, expression of
mutant DDX41-GFP was ab-sent or barely detectable in
the vast majority of transfected cells (Online
Supplementary Figure S1B).  In cells that did express
mutant DDX41-GFP, localization was pre-dominately
nuclear, though partial cytoplasmic expression was evi-
dent in some cells, indicating a possible defect in nuclear
localization. Western blot corroborated these results,
revealing absent mutant DDX41-GFP expression in trans-
fected cells (Online Supplementary Figure S1C). Additional
studies of DDX41 function in hematopoiesis will provide
critical insight into its role in disease predisposition and
may help in the treatment of MDS/AML. 
In summary, we have identified two previously unre-

ported consecutive mutations in the DDX41 gene that
predispose to MDS/AML. All 3 affected individuals found
to possess these mutations are currently in complete
remission following bone marrow transplant. The clinical
and genetic investigation of the phenotype in this family
as well as others with inherited hematologic malignan-
cies is crucial to provide appropriate counseling and treat-
ment to patients and families, and to raise awareness of
these diseases.
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Figure 2. Structure and alignment of the DDX41 protein. (A) Schematic diagram of the DDX41 protein indicating sites of known germline
mutations. The variants described in this report are shown in red. Known functional domains are indicated. (B and C) Protein sequence of
DDX41 flanking the Leu237Phe and Pro238Thr variants (red) and alignment to the corresponding regions of various species and the DEAD-
box family members. The ATP-binding site (blue) is located close to the variants (red) among the eight homologs shown.
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